. (1) Top-view Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) images (x50 k magnification) and (2) grain size distribution for the three different perovskite absorber films synthetized in this work: 0% Cs (A), 5% Cs (B) and 10% Cs (C).
TRPL model
The ( 1)
The temporal initial condition is determined by the absorption properties of the sample, before any indepth diffusion or front surface recombination can happen. Where α532 is the absorption coefficient at the excitation wavelength. Once this differential system solved, the PL intensity IPL remains to be calculated. For the considered intrinsic semi-conductor where partial reabsorption of the PL is considered, it can be expressed as E5.
Where αPL is the average absorption coefficient at the emitted photoluminescence wavelength. Then, classical optoelectronic properties such as the lifetime τn and the diffusion length Ln can be derived from the transport model described thanks to the following procedure. If one starts from the simple formula Ln=√(Dnτn), a difficulty quickly arises as τn is strongly injection-dependent for an intrinsic semi-conductor with a bimolecular recombination regime. Here, we determine the charge carrier concentration without the features linked to the pulsed excitation regime (i.e. in-depth diffusion can be neglected and shallow traps dynamics should be reconsidered. It corresponds to (E6-E8) 1 which we solve under a steady state illumination, using the fitted Reh* and NT coefficients. 
It converges to a unique stable solution, giving access to the steady state filled trap concentration nT1sun and electron concentration n1sun. Interestingly, both increase significantly when NT grows. Thereafter, τ1sun and L1sun can be calculated thanks to formulas (E7-8). Though trap depopulation plays a role in steady state condition, it is considered as nT1sun<NT and hence only Rpop and R*eh appear in this formula. 
